DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT

ASC
Chart Automation &
Document Management

ScanChart ASC is a medical records automation software solution
designed specifically for ASCs to reduce the time-consuming, manual
work associated with managing patient charts. This simple, yet
powerful solution automates chart preparation, storage, and retrieval
without changing physician workflow.
Paper charts are preserved for physician use during the patient
encounter. Post-operatively, digital charts are created through our
barcode scanning technology which seamlessly integrates with our
practice management system interface. A 2D barcode is printed on
every form that corresponds to the patient name, date of service, form
name, and page number. When charts are scanned, ScanChart ASC
saves and auto-indexes each form.

ScanChart ASC Key Features
Secure, HIPAA-compliant, and userfriendly web portal

Scans AR documentation and invoices

Comprehensive chart audit identifies
missing forms

Proprietary HL7 interface with practice
management system

Provides significant cost savings by
eliminating pre-printed forms and
remote storage/retrieval fees

Works in conjunction with ScanChart
CBO, our central billing office workflow
automation solution
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How will ScanChart ASC accelerate your
revenue cycle?

“We found it difficult to
prepare patient charts in a
timely fashion in order to
provide the highest level of
quality care. ScanChart ASC
helped us to not only meet
our goal, but to exceed it,
by having patient charts
prepared and ready for review
by our healthcare providers
more than a week in advance
of their surgery date.”

• O
 n Demand Chart Printing
Our practice management system interface eliminates manual
chart preparation and reduces sticky labeling. Charts are printed
in just a few clicks through pre-defined chart packs.
• B
 arcode Scanning Technology
A barcode is printed on every form allowing for easy one-touch
scanning post-operatively into the ScanChart ASC system.
• I nstant Chart Retrieval
Charts can be accessed immediately, eliminating time-consuming
manual searching and remote storage retrieval fees.
• C
 ustomizable Forms
ScanChart ASC utilizes your ASC’s forms and allows you to make
edits and create new forms on the go, eliminating the expense
of preprinted forms.

– Kathy Coopersmith
Business Office Manager
Turk’s Head Surgery Center

About Surgical Notes
Surgical Notes is a healthcare IT company dedicated to
developing cutting-edge, innovative revenue cycle solutions for
the ambulatory surgery center industry. By assimilating Surgical
Notes’ products and services, ASCs have access to an enterprise
revenue cycle solution geared toward maximizing profitability,
physician disbursements, and business office efficiency.

To learn how ScanChart ASC will accelerate your revenue
cycle, call (800) 459-5616, email sales@surgicalnotes.com,
or visit www.surgicalnotes.com.

